
THEIONOPHONESPEAKER
In "Lights That Failed, " (October 1979),

the author laments the passing of the lono
phone speaker. It was made in DuKane in
the early 60's , and was called the lonovac
(in Europe, the lonophane). Most assuredly,
it is not dead.

Dr. Allen Hill, a laser physicist, has devel
oped the Hill Type 1 Plasma Speaker.
Hornless, it is dr iven by an integral vacuum
tube amplifier. It operates from 700 Hz to at
least 100 kHz. Two "conventional" drivers
of very high quality (Audax) serve to fill in
below 700 Hz.

The sound? With good program material,
it sounds real, in a way that no other speak
er can touch. The theory is fully justified.

Nor is Thermo-Plastic Recording really a
failed invention, since it is simply a "fro
zen" version of the Eidophor projection
system. And GE has embodied those prin
ciples in its light valve projection TV.

Matsushita is about to produce a set
using a tube like the Philco "Apple. " They
both work on the same principle. Another
layer of phosphor behind one of the stripes
generates UV (or X-rays in the Apple) that

is picked up by a sensor and used to switch
the color signals applied to the gun. No
second beam is needed . Why hasn 't it been
used in large tubes? Probably because
there are so many stripes per line that the
required switching frequency is too high, or
causes RFI problems.

Ultimately, however, there are no failed
lights. Any really good idea has a way of
turning up again .
WILLIAM SOMMERWERCK
Rosemont, PA

ETCHANT DISPOSAL WARNING
I was alarmed to read the letter from L.

Scott Hofer about the disposal of ferric
chloride etchant (January 1980 issue). One
of the very first rules of chemistry is: Never
pour a base (or water) into a strong acid.

Sodium carbonate is a fairly strong base;
and when it is added " slowly" (Hofer 's
words) to a strong acid there is a violent
reaction (the " foaming" Hofer describes).
That reaction generates a lot of heat, as a
result of ionization.

A far safer way would be to mix a large
quantity of sodium carbonate solution in

cold water. Then slowly pour the relatively
smaller volume of ferric chloride into the
carbonate solution. The larger volume of
carbonate solution will more quickly neu
tralize the acid and diss ipate the heat as
well.

If he insists upon using his method, Mr.
Hofer had better invest in a rubber apron ,
rubber gloves, and goggles! Sooner or lat
er, he is going to have a small, but violent,
" explosion" of chemicals spattering his
clothes, face , and eyes.
ROBERT K. DEUNK
Cleveland, OH

AC OUTLET CHECKER
The " AC Outlet Checker" article (August ,

1979) is interesting and provides a circu it
that should give a lot of information. How
ever , a much simpler checker for AC out
lets can be made by connecting a neon
lamp (through a resistor) between the hot
terminal of a three-connector plug and the
grounding terminal.

The neon lamp can be mounted in the
base of the three-connector plug . If the
lamp goes on, you know that (1) the hot
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FE-6249
Ray-O-Vac

SportsmanNo.303
Sealed Beam

Lantern.
Value:$25.95

FE-6244
HamiltonBeach
5-Speed Mixer.
Value:$33.95

FE-6259
Homelite®XL-12

ChainSaw.
Value:5129.95




